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Section 5 - SUPPLEMENTAL SERVICES (Cont’d) 
 
5.3 CENTREX SERVICE 
 
 5.3.1 General 
 

The features in this section are made available on an individual basis or as part of 
multiple feature packages.  All features are provided subject to availability; features may 
not be available with all classes of service.  Transmission levels may not be sufficient in 
all cases. 

 
 5.3.2 Description of Features 
 
  A. Three Way Conference, Consultation, Transfer 
 

The Three Way Calling feature allows a customer to add a third party to an 
existing two-way call and form a three-way call.  The call must have been 
originated from outside the station group and terminate to a station within the 
station group.  The Call Hold feature allows a customer to put any in-progress 
call on hold by flashing the switchhook and dialing a code.  This frees the line to 
allow the customer to make an outgoing call to another number.  Only one call 
per line can be on hold at a time.  The third party cannot be added to the original 
call. 

 
  B. Call Pickup  
 

This feature allows a user to answer any call within an associated preset pickup 
group.  If more than one line in the pickup group has an unanswered incoming 
call, the call to be answered is selected by the switching system.  Call Pickup 
answers a call that has been directed to another station within the same preset 
Call Pickup group. 

 
  C. Call Transfer - All Calls 
 

Call Transfer allows a station user to transfer an established call to another 
station.  The station from which the call is transferred will be assessed any long 
distance charges incurred as a result of the transfer. 

 
  D. Directed Call Pickup with Barge-In  
 

This feature answers calls directed to a specific line from any other telephone 
line in the user group. 

 
  E. Directed Call Pickup without Barge-In  
 

This feature is identical to the Directed Call Pickup with Barge-In except, if the 
line being picked up has already been answered, the party dialing the pickup 
code is routed to reorder (i.e., fast busy) rather than permitted to barge in on the 
established connection and create a three-way call. 


